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“It is time for change,
it is time for Whole
Place Leadership.”
In post Brexit Britain, cities are more
important than ever.
All the evidence shows that it is cities that
drive economies for nations, not the other
way around. It also shows that cities with
greater local control do better, for their
communities, their businesses and for the
national economy.
Core Cities UK has a track record of success
when it comes to turning this argument
into action and producing improved
outcomes. We have influenced multiple
Governments and powerfully made the
case that it is only by giving places more
local control that we can begin to solve
some of our most intractable economic
and social problems.
Our work, along with others, has loosened
central control and given more power to
places. It has helped us gain some of the
powers and resources we need to drive
growth and productivity and put public
services on a sustainable footing.
We have all welcomed devolution and it
has brought positive change. But we must
go further than the current piecemeal,
deal-based, approach. Devolution from the
state to local government, or from the UK
parliament to the devolved nations, will
not, on its own, meet the challenges the UK
now faces unless we are as a nation able to
enact truly local, place-based, approaches.

As city leaders and mayors we are
passionate about the places we lead and
represent. We strongly believe that the
answers to many of our greatest challenges
lie within our cities and, ultimately, within
the people who live in them.
As leaders of place rather than just local
authorities, we are using our democratic
mandate to marshal and deploy our cities’
talent and expertise. We are finding truly
local solutions to problems like low growth
and productivity, poor civic engagement,
homelessness, below average educational
attainment and growing skills gaps.
We call this approach Whole Place
Leadership, and this document gives an
overview of how it is already working and
how it might develop over the years ahead.
Each point we make is backed up by a case
study, demonstrating action and showing
how Whole Place Leadership is already
driving change, protecting some of our
most vulnerable people while driving
economic growth and reforming the state.
It is time for change, it is time for Whole
Place Leadership.

Cllr Judith Blake
Chair of Core Cities UK and
Leader of Leeds City Council
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Introduction

The importance of cities to the future of
the UK has never been more acute. The
ten Core Cities UK alone deliver 25% of
the UK economy, are home to diverse
populations of 19 million people, and due
to their density, are our best chance for
environmental sustainability. Because
of this, when our cities do better, the
UK does better.
The Core Cities have, with others, led
that shift for the UK, creating highly
visible programmes of political change,
the results of which are having positive
impacts on our economy and society.
Our cities are doing well, but could deliver
much more for UK PLC. For example, by
international standards their productivity
is low, and closing the productivity gap
between the Core Cities and the national
economic average would put another £66
billion into the UK economy every year.
The gap between the total taxes raised
across our cities and the total spent on
all public services is £53 billion a year.
A reformed, place-based approach to
delivering public services will reduce
this gap, bringing more people into the
labour market, raising productivity and
reducing the demand for some services.
Our cities hold the key to unlocking some
of the greatest challenges the UK faces,
of low productivity and high inequality,
educational attainment, community
cohesion and civic engagement.

Internationally, the massive rise in urban
populations and city economies is leading
to a new political focus, shifting from state
to city, from nation to place. For the UK
this new reality is reinforced by Brexit.
As relationships between nations are
restructured those between cities must
strengthen, recognising that cities drive
economies for nations, are international
hubs of trade and migration, and the part
of the system that delivers on pan-national
projects like climate change.
Running through these challenges is, as
the Prime Minister has recognised, the
need to enable more people to share in
more prosperity across the whole country.
This theme is picked up by the RSA
Inclusive Growth Commission, supported
by Core Cities.

“The ten Core Cities UK
alone deliver 25% of the
UK economy, are home
to diverse populations
of 19 million people,
and due to their density,
are our best chance
for environmental
sustainability.”
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Whilst national policy will play a part in
delivering Inclusive Growth, the most
critical interventions will have to be made
at the local level, and largely in cities.
Connecting more people to the labour
market, improving skills and opportunities
for pay progression, tackling issues of health,
exclusion and educational attainment have
to be addressed in the round, not in silos.
Whole Place Leadership is therefore critical
to delivering Inclusive Growth.
Communities within cities and places
outside cities cannot be left behind.
There are however no prosperous regions
anywhere in the EU that do not have a
successful Core City at their heart, so this
is not an ‘either-or’ debate. Cities must
be equipped to do what they can and
mechanisms found to help other places
level up, rather than risk the economy
levelling down. This is chiefly an issue of
local freedom and flexibility, spending
differently, not just spending more.
Yet in the UK cities are still largely
governed from without, not within. Despite
significant progress through devolution,
the vast majority of decisions about how
people are taxed and how their money is
spent in the places they live take place in
Whitehall not the City Hall.
By empowering Whole Place Leadership
across the Core Cities, the UK can:
++ Renew democracy and civic engagement,
giving people more say in the future of
where they live;
++ Increase UK productivity by up to
£66 billion a year and get more people
into jobs;
++ Improve public services and outcomes
for local people;
++ Sustainably reduce spending and
increase tax-take, closing a gap of
£53 billion a year; and
++ Have the best chance of securing
a positive Brexit whilst maintaining
growth from its urban economic base.

“It is a demonstration
of how Whole Place
Leadership can build
on the power of local
democracy to create
shared civic leadership
across the entire city,
its institutions and
communities, delivering
tangible results.”
Whilst government considers its next steps
for urban and devolution policy, cities
must and will respond to the immediate
issues they face. This document shows how
cities are rising to the distinctive urban
challenges of our time, using the tools
already available. It aims to set the context
and agenda for the next stage of debate
between cities and the new Government.
Further devolution, a more radical
reform of the public sector and placebased approaches to commissioning
public services would all support cities in
achieving these results for the UK. But this
document is not simply a list of asks of
Government. It is a demonstration of how
Whole Place Leadership can build on the
power of local democracy to create shared
civic leadership across the entire city, its
institutions and communities, delivering
tangible results.
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The Components of
Whole Place Leadership
Fostering Local Pride of Place
and Engaged Citizenship
City leadership needs to get under the skin
of how business and residents connect to
their city, how a sense of shared identity
and purpose is created which results in
that local resilience and pride of place
that lifts a city to new heights. The task
then is to nurture identity and leverage
pride as assets that can play their part
in the delivery of change, including the
behaviours of individuals and businesses.
A renewed focus asks not only what
can public services do for businesses
and residents, but what they should
be expected and encouraged to do for
themselves and for their city.
CASE STUDY:
Bristol Learning City
Bristol is ambitious for the city and wants
everyone to be part of its success.
Leaders, from the public, private and
not-for-profit sectors, have come together
to develop Bristol Learning City as a
way to address systemic challenges and
tackle inequality.
A strong governance structure, including
a partnership Board chaired by the elected
Mayor, now involves 70 organisations
and 200 people taking an active role.
Bristol Learning City is starting to make
a real impact with its achievements
being recognised by UNESCO, as the first
Learning City in England.
The city has a compelling vision to
create a culture where all individuals
and communities are proud to learn
throughout their lives. Bristol is involving
citizens to demonstrate that learning

is for everyone and encouraging more
people to get involved. There are over
130 Learning Ambassadors championing
learning in their communities and inspiring
learning stories have received over 800
views via the YouTube channel. Community
evaluators will be engaged in the autumn
to assess, take ownership and drive change
in learning.
Learners have also been part of the
Learning City delivery, with Youth Mayors
and Learning City graduate interns playing
an essential role alongside partners
and citizens.
A vibrant Love Learning Campaign was
launched in libraries and museums in
January 2016, and has continued through
social media. It is a powerful vehicle that
has reached more citizens and attracted
over 3,500 Twitter followers.
Bristol Learning City is bringing people
together. Using community pride and
identity as assets, partners and citizens
are taking collective responsibility for the
future of learning in the city as a way to
transform lives.
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Leadership of Place
Confident and assertive leadership of
the city as a whole works best when it is
locally driven, supported by communities
and engaged with a wider set of partners.
Only then can it be recognised and
accepted as having the authority to
respond to the current and future needs
of the place as a whole, leading the city
and all its assets, communities and
institutions. Leadership of Place is
therefore about more than fulfilling
statutory duties in a defined geography.
CASE STUDY:
Improving the Cancer Journey
Assertive and confident leadership of
place is demonstrated in Glasgow’s
Improving the Cancer Journey programme.
This has created a new shared-leadership
model across several different agencies
to tackle one of the most pressing health
issues the city faces, aiming to improve
the lives of the 20,000 of its citizens who
live with cancer.
This programme is a partnership between
Glasgow City Council and a range of health
organisations - including Macmillan Cancer
Support - providing assistance, advice and
information to cancer patients in the city,
their families and their carers.
Improving the Cancer Journey creates a
person-centred approach to assess, review
and connect clients to the support they
most need. The use of link workers based
in social care rather than clinical staff
to undertake a needs assessment marks
a new approach.
The partnership behind this project
extends well beyond the City Council,
requiring collaborative leadership that can
operate across different agencies to deliver
what the city needs. This approach is
embedded both in the strategic objectives
of the Council Plan and the Glasgow
Community Planning Partnership’s Single
Outcome Agreement. It is fully funded by
Macmillan Cancer Support for five years.

A key barrier was data sharing between
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde and
Glasgow City Council. To overcome this,
the council helped create a data sharing
protocol - enabling the NHS to share
information on all new cancer diagnosis
within Glasgow.
Since Feb 2014, the partnership has worked
with more than 225 agencies to deliver
tailored plans for clients and has assisted
more than 2,300 cancer sufferers to
identify 9,840 concerns, resulting in over
6,700 onward referrals to support services.
Improving the Cancer Journey has
commissioned an independent evaluation
of the project from Edinburgh Napier
University. The first of the reports from
a five-year evaluation programme,
published in Aug 2016 concludes that:
“Improving the Cancer Journey (ICJ) is
helping the people who need it most. It
has transformed cancer care in Glasgow
and become a beacon of excellent inter
organisational practice for others to
follow. The key conclusion from this
evaluation is that the components of its
success are reasonably straightforward
to identify; strong leadership, buy in from
partners and a highly skilled workforce
practising within a clear process. So,
whilst ICJ has set the bar extremely
high, the components of success are
there for others to follow ”.
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Shared Civic Leadership
Successful city leadership must be capable
of generating a sense of shared civic
leadership, building relationships across
the public, private and third sectors, local
and national agencies, convening and
engaging them in how they can contribute
to the best outcomes for the place, its
businesses and residents.
CASE STUDY:
Storm Eva Flood Response
and Recovery
Shared civic leadership is strongly
evidenced in Leeds’s response to the needs
of its communities at a time of great crisis.
On the 26th and 27th of December 2015
Leeds experienced its worst flooding since
1866 with large parts of the city knee deep
or worse in water. An estimated 2,683
homes and 678 businesses were flooded or
directly affected by the rising waters.
Leeds City Council demonstrated strong
and shared civic leadership, with more
than 100 council staff returning early to
work from the Christmas break to help
co-ordinate recovery efforts, with local
ward members leading in their affected
areas. This was instrumental in ensuring
that vulnerable people were kept safe
and that businesses and residents were
helped to recover. Communities and
local and regional services got behind

this leadership, with more than 1,000
volunteers helping out across the city.
After the immediate response, Leeds City
Council used that dynamic sense of civic
leadership to work with many different
organisations, beginning a programme
of recovery to provide community and
business support, and to build resilience
for the future. The city’s volunteers and
community groups have also shared in this
leadership, with existing community flood
groups being strengthened and a number
of places now setting up their own groups
so people are prepared and ready if the
flood waters return.
The council established a number of
grant schemes for communities and
businesses, with further funding raised
by the Leeds Community Foundation and
the Local Enterprise Partnership. And
Leeds City Council has led with partners
on assessing and repairing flood-damaged
infrastructure as well as liaising with
organisations and other councils about
recovery and preparedness for subsequent
incidents, acknowledging the crossboundary nature of floods and the need
for shared planning.
The effects of Eva are still being felt across
Leeds, and support is still being provided
to ensure businesses and communities
are able to fully recover and become more
resilient for the future.

Image provided by Yorkshire Evening Post
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Place-Based Vision
Shared civic leadership can crystallise
in different ways, including the creation
of a shared vision, strategy and plans
for a place, its long-term economic,
environmental and social goals which
actively engages a wider section of a
place’s population. The city as a whole
will then become the custodians of that
local vision, which national agencies
should get behind and support.
CASE STUDY:
Cardiff Public Services Board
Cardiff’s Public Services Board (PSB) is
an example of Whole Place Leadership in
action, backed up by legislation. It starts
with a vision to make Cardiff Europe’s
most liveable capital city.
PSBs are, in Wales, required by law to
produce a comprehensive analysis of a
city’s economic, social, environmental and
cultural wellbeing. Through this approach
the Cardiff PSB will identify challenges that
require joined-up action from national and
local public agencies working in the city and
will focus on unblocking barriers, developing
and agreeing new models of delivery,
pooling resources, and aligning services
for the benefit of the city and citizens.

For each issue, the PSB will focus on
establishing a collective understanding,
aligning assets and resources, incentives
and working practices in a way that
responds to the individual needs of a place.
It is a highly outcome focused model.
PSB members include the leadership of
Cardiff City Council, the Health Services,
the emergency services, the third sector
and the Welsh Government.
Evidence of this place-based approach
can be seen in Cardiff’s ‘Education is
Everybody’s Business’, a campaign to
appoint professionals from leading
business, academic, sports and cultural
organisations to school governing bodies,
leveraging their skills to drive school
improvement.
Local authority governor vacancies have
now been drastically reduced and 35
governors have been recruited in the last
12 months, many in the schools that are
most in need of improvement.
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Mandate for Change
Any vision requires objectives to be met
and outcomes achieved to deliver it. The
democratic mandate of city authorities
can be powerfully combined with shared
and cross-sectoral leadership to task all
relevant agencies to deliver the outcomes
that place needs, aligning resources
to achieve common goals. This could
include outcomes for skills, educational
attainment, jobs and economic growth.
CASE STUDY:
Workplace Parking Levy
Nottingham has taken decisive action,
using its democratic mandate to
introduce a Workplace Parking Levy
(WPL) raising £25m to date which has
been spent on improving the city’s
public transport network.
Since the introduction of the WPL,
Nottingham has increased the numbers of
journeys undertaken on public transport,
seen hundreds of businesses benefit from
specialist travel support, and there has
been no increase in traffic.
Initially the charge did encounter
opposition from employers, but through
a process of dialogue and democratic
engagement - which stressed the cost of
Nottingham’s congestion to businesses it has been successfully implemented
and boosted the city and its economy.
The levy is paid by employers relating
to the number of liable workplace
parking places they provide. It applies
to all employers in the City Council’s
administrative area. There are exemptions
for small businesses with ten or fewer
parking places, as well as emergency
services, NHS front line services and
disabled parking bays.

WPL was designed primarily to raise
revenue to invest in better public transport
– an outcome that will benefit everyone
in the city - and the levy has helped fund
the Nottingham Express Transit tram
extension, met some of the costs of
redeveloping the city’s railway station
and helped buy the UK’s largest fleet
of electric buses.
Other elements to the project
include better use of public transport,
the promotion of travel plans to
businesses and encouraging better
car park management.
By using its democratic mandate in
this way, since 2012, the city has seen
one million extra public transport
journeys, as well as increased use
of its station. The public transport
construction projects paid for by the
levy have employed 1,500 people.
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Joined-up Action
Strong city leadership should be able
to exert influence over national policies,
spending and commissioning to bring
them into alignment with local need,
rooted in an understanding of that place.
This isn’t reliant only on more money, or
even budgets changing hands. Delivering
radical reforms does however demand
a far greater level of alignment between
local and national agencies operating
within a place.
CASE STUDY:
Tackling Homelessness through
Whole Place Leadership
Liverpool, like many other Core Cities,
is reporting increased numbers of rough
sleepers, greater demand for rehousing
and assistance as well as increasing public
concern about homelessness.
This is an issue that requires a truly
joined-up response, where Whole Place
Leadership can be deployed to bring very
diverse organisations together and exert
influence over national policies.
The Mayor of Liverpool is using his
democratic mandate to create exactly
this kind of joined up action, making sure
council departments, social and private
housing providers, charities, health and
social care partners, the Police and the
business sector work together with a joint
aim and shared and coordinated plan to
tackle homelessness.

“Rather than a top-down
approach based on
national guidelines or
targets, the strategy has
been developed bottomup, directly enlisting
the help of people
who have experienced
homelessness themselves,
who know what works
and what does not.”
Meanwhile, the City Council’s
Homelessness Strategy is engaging a
wide range of city partners in delivering
a coordinated, ‘whole place response’ to
preventing and alleviating the problem.
Rather than a top-down approach based on
national guidelines or targets, the strategy
has been developed bottom-up, directly
enlisting the help of people who have
experienced homelessness themselves,
who know what works and what does not.
The strategy adopts an early intervention
approach directed towards single people
and childless couples. It also recognizes
that homelessness and rough sleeping is
about much more than the availability of
housing, and aims to help people develop
their economic resilience, connect to the
labour market and address the problems
of homeless people who often have highly
complex needs.
Liverpool believes that homelessness is
everyone’s business and that through
joined up action, aligning national
policy with local know-how it can make
real changes to one of our cities’ most
intractable social problems.
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Place-Based Investment
One way to achieve greater alignment
between agencies is to transform local
visions into place-based investment plans,
establishing which outcomes need to
improve, then mobilising resources across
the public and private sectors, local and
national agencies, deploying them in the
most efficient and effective way possible
to achieve the necessary targets, over
multiple years.

CASE STUDY:
The Rise, Newcastle
The Rise development in Scotswood,
Newcastle, will regenerate a deprived
part of the city into a vibrant, diverse and
low carbon community. It is an example
of how Whole Place Leadership can have
a radically positive impact effect by
delivering a local vision through placebased investment.
Working together with Government
agencies and partners, the Council pumpprimed the development, produced a
master plan, and prepared the site for
housing, mobilising resources across the
public and private sectors.
The results have been transformational
for this 66 hectare site on the banks of
the River Tyne. More than half the homes
in phase one have already been sold
and by 2025 The Rise will be home to
6,000 people.
There are also plans for a neighbourhood
centre that will include shops, a GP
surgery, pharmacy, business premises
and community facilities.
A joint venture, The New Tyne West
Development Company, was created to
oversee the development. It operates
as a private/public partnership between
the Council, Keepmoat and Barratt
Homes. One of its key objectives is to make
sure that job creation and employment
opportunities are available to local people
– so far it has funded more than 70 training
courses and recruited 14 local apprentices
to help build The Rise.
Underpinning the project is the
revitalisation of local assets. Development
is supporting the council’s investment in
public service infrastructure, transport
links, walking and cycling routes that
will benefit new and existing communities
in the neighbourhood. All this requires
a highly joined up approach to financing
the scheme’s components through Place
Based Investment.
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What Whole Place
Leadership Will Deliver
A More Productive Economy
Core Cities’ productivity overall is still
low by international standards meaning
the UK is missing out on at least an
extra £66 billion GVA a year. Compared
to their combined average, in Munich
productivity is 88% higher; 80.7% higher
in Frankfurt; 42.8% in Rotterdam and
26.7% in Barcelona. The gap between the
Core Cities total average economic output
and the average for the UK sits at £66
billion a year.
The traditional narrative of what drives
economic prosperity and productivity
within a place must be re-evaluated and
greatly expanded. In-work productivity
and the performance of business are
critical and we should not lose the gains we
have made. But the productivity of large
urban areas in the UK is held back by low
levels of skills in their labour markets, and
persistent deprivation with large cohorts
of people not connected to training or
jobs. Supporting people held back by these
barriers will drive up productivity, but
relies on the intervention of high quality
joined-up public policy and services.

“The gap between the
Core Cities total average
economic output and
the average for the UK
sits at £66 billion a year.”

CASE STUDY:
Skills Made Easy
In Sheffield, as in other Core Cities, some
employers have traditionally invested too
little in training and paid scant attention to
strategic workforce development. The way
central government funding is deployed
can also be highly supply rather than
demand led, meaning a skills system does
not match the needs of the local economy.
This has a knock-on effect on productivity,
contributing to UK cities lagging behind
their European counterparts.
Skills Made Easy demonstrates that it is
possible to create a truly employer-led
training scheme for a city region which
meets demand and improves choice for
companies and employees. It is a classic
example of high quality, joined-up policy
and services meeting a real need, raising
local productivity.
Skills Made Easy is a partnership between
the Local Enterprise Partnership and the
Sheffield City Region Combined Authority
as well as Sheffield City Council, the
Government, colleges and training providers.
The project secured the devolution of a
£27m adult skills budget from government
and created skills brokers to help
employers plan their training needs in the
context of their business plans, navigate
the complex qualifications system and
reduce bureaucracy.
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It established a network of more than 40
providers who could be invited to bid for
training opportunities, and recruited niche
organisations capable of offering specialist
courses. Skills Made Easy also created
a Talent Pool team to actively recruit
young people to apprenticeships brokered
with employers.
The scheme provided a major boost to the
regional economy, creating 1,000 additional
apprentices and 2,000 training opportunities
for the existing adult workforce.
Ultimately, it demonstrates that an employerled apprentice system adds value and is
practical. Many of the features of Skills
Made Easy were adopted as part of national
reforms to the apprenticeship system.

“Skills Made Easy
demonstrates that it
is possible to create
a truly employer-led
training scheme for a
city region which meets
demand and improves
choice for companies
and employees.”
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Improved Public Service
Outcomes – investment
not deficit model
Seeing public services as an investment
– rather than a deficit - will create more
inclusive growth in the future. For example,
aligning services for skills, employment
and health can get more people into work
and training, which improves productivity,
reduces the need for spending and helps
people pay back into the system through
taxes. Pilots in our cities have already
delivered on this on a small scale or in
specific responses to related issues, but
with a more fundamental rebooting of
our public service model outcomes could
be improved further and the gap between
total taxes raised across our cities and
total public spending (of minus £53 billion
a year) sustainably reduced.
The key to the long term prosperity of
a place lies in how it chooses to invest
in aspiration, life chances and engaged
citizenship. This is particularly so in Early
Years development, an area that has
been identified as a crucial economic and
productivity driver, yet where large-scale
funding reductions and misalignment of
services has occurred. Early intervention
is also critical, making a difference in the
early stages to tackle an issue before it
develops, improving positive outcomes
and avoiding the downside of problems
emerging that impact on individuals,
communities and upon public spending.

CASE STUDY:
West Midlands Mental
Health Commission
The West Midlands Combined Authority,
of which Birmingham City Council is
a member, has formed a Mental Health
Commission, believed to be the first of
its kind in the UK.
One of its key objectives is to look at how
services that effect those with mental
health problems can be reformed and
linked to other provision to better meet
their needs. This ultimately saves lives as
well as money.
Poor mental health places significant
demands on public services, negatively
effects productivity and impacts on the
lives of thousands of people across the
West Midlands.
The Commission, chaired by Norman Lamb
MP, former Minister of State for Care and
Support, explicitly links a number of areas
of inquiry which are often viewed in silos
including employment, housing, criminal
justice, the role of employers and the
principles of early intervention.
It will focus predominantly on the working
age population, but will also look at what
role childhood experience has on mental
health later in life.
The Commission is an example of how
local leadership can take the initiative and
deliver better services, aligning local and
national efforts at the level of ‘place’. It will
produce radical and innovative proposals
to be launched in Autumn 2016.
Its final recommendations will look at
how public services can be transformed
to reduce impact on mental health and
the potential of devolving funding and
resources to help tackle the issue at
a local level.
Agencies involved in the Commission
include NHS England, Public Health
England and Deutsche Bank, as well as
those who use mental health services
in the West Midlands.
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Renewed Citizenship
There is a strong sense of dissatisfaction
with the national political and economic
programme across our cities. People need
to be able to more easily connect their vote
to what happens in their city, to have more
of a voice and stake in how their taxes are
spent on its future. Devolution is part of
the toolkit for renewing democracy and
civic engagement, Whole Place Leadership
provides the manual for how to use it,
alongside other local powers.

“Devolution is part of
the toolkit for renewing
democracy and civic
engagement, Whole
Place Leadership
provides the manual
for how to use it.”
Redefining the relationship between
citizen and state, leveraging local pride
in place, providing people with what they
need to improve their circumstances and
contribute more.
Within this redefined relationship,
improving life chances for the most
challenged and vulnerable individuals and
families will require a profound cultural
and psychological shift, to seeing them
as assets and agents of their own change.
Instead of trying to fix it for them, it asks
what they can do to help themselves. This
approach recognises that whilst people do
face challenges, they also have skills that
can be built on to meet those challenges.

CASE STUDY:
Our Manchester and Health
and Social Care integration
Our Manchester sets a radically different
tone for relationships between the public
sector and the people it serves with the
aim of renewing a sense of empowered
citizenship. It is about:
++ Better lives – looking at each person’s,
family’s and neighbourhoods life in the
round, working together so people get
the right services in the right place at
the right time.
++ Listening – an open mind about what’s
needed, adapting when something
doesn’t work.
++ Starting from strengths – seeing and
building on the positives in people
and communities.
++ Working together – build open, honest
and frank long-term relationships, not
just ‘consult’.
These ways of working are underpinned by
core behaviours – being honest, working
together and trusting each other. Our
Manchester aims to create responsive,
sustainable services that are co-designed
by communities, leveraging local pride
of place, involving people in civic life. It
applies approaches used in ethnographic
research to engage people as assets in
the future of the city.
Behind this approach is the Our Manchester
Strategy, the city’s overarching purpose
for the next ten years. The strategy was
overseen by the Manchester Leaders
Forum – over 40 people who represent
the city’s public, private and voluntary
sector leaders.
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In Autumn 2015 more than 2,300 groups
and individuals and over 35 partnership
groups helped shape the strategy leading
to a clear set of principles, behaviours and
ideas. For example, in the Benchill area of
Wythenshawe, the workforce from over 50
partners talked to more than 320 residents
about their community’s strengths, and
what they want to do differently.
Health and Social Care integration is a
nationally significant programme of reform
within Manchester. By controlling £6 billion
of spending through devolution, decisions
affecting citizens and the health and social
care support they receive will now be made
in Manchester.
This will mean people living longer,
healthier lives, as well as fewer people
getting cancers, respiratory diseases
and heart diseases, fewer children living
in poverty and more people supported
to stay well and live at home as long as
possible. Health inequalities will reduce,
outcomes will improve, and the system
will become financially sustainable.

The principles of Our Manchester run
through this significant programme of
reform, through new relationships and
new behaviours, with a stronger emphasis
on prevention and self-care.
The three pillars of the Manchester Locality
Plan are a Single Hospital Service, Single
Commissioning Function, and a Local Care
Organisation for out-of-hospital care in
the city. These pillars will together improve
outcomes and services for residents,
bringing coherence to the care people
receive, reducing fragmentation and
duplication, and improving productivity.
This work has brought together three
Clinical Commissioning Groups, three large
hospital trusts, the City Council, a mental
health provider, 91 GPs, and thousands of
voluntary groups.
Through whole place leadership we have
set out a whole-system approach to
improve outcomes and change behaviours.
The £450m Transformation Fund will
support the changes needed across
Greater Manchester.
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Brexit
The UK’s vote to leave the European Union
has had significant early repercussions
but the underlying problems the UK faces
remain the same. There is now however
an opportunity to look at the nature of the
relationship between national and local
government and how this can shift for the
better during Brexit. Cities are best-placed
to help define what ‘good Brexit’ looks like
and to secure the UK’s economic and social
resilience during a moment of uncertainty.
They have strong links to counterpart
cities across the world which can be
strengthened further, and international
reputations that can be enhanced for the
good of the UK as a whole. Equally, whilst
Government are focusing more capacity
on Brexit, it makes no sense to continue
to attempt to run a host of local services
from the centre, when city authorities can
demonstrably do so, getting better results
for the economy and society.
The levels of EU money already spent in
Core Cities - and across their institutions
like universities – still need to be spent in
these areas after Brexit. But we want to
go further. A stimulus package focused on
economic and social infrastructure is now
required, with announcements made in
the Autumn Statement at the latest. Cities
have the knowledge, skills and capacity
to design and deliver this in partnership
with government.

“The UK’s vote to leave
the European Union
has had significant
early repercussions
but the underlying
problems the UK faces
remain the same.”

CASE STUDY:
Nordic Governance: getting the
local-national balance right
The Scandinavian countries are often
looked to as success stories, maintaining
strong economies alongside quality public
services valued by the whole population. It
is never possible to simply transfer policies
from one country to another, but it is worth
asking why, at a moment of constitutional
shift for the UK, the balance between local
and national governance in Scandinavia
seems to have succeeded.
Scandinavia appears to have achieved
a balance between a strong public sector,
which employs 30% of the workforce,
and a progressive approach to free
trade and regulation, with policies like
‘flexicurity’ in Denmark, which have
relaxed job regulation on the one hand,
but provided enhanced training and other
re-employment support on the other.
A key underlying feature that the
Scandinavian systems have in common,
regardless of levels of taxation, is the
much stronger link between the taxation
system as a whole and local outcomes
and decision making with, for example,
income tax being paid part to the state,
but a large amount (over 30% on average)
to the municipality, so people can see
very directly what they get for their
money on their doorstep.
This seems to have contributed to a
more engaged approach to citizenship,
and an appreciation of public services
as an investment in the future of
communities and the economy, because
local people have more control over
the way in which services are deployed
and their money is spent.
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Scandinavia is not perfect. The same
levels of taxation and approach to public
spending are not necessarily what the
UK wants or needs, but their success is
not due to this alone. The main lesson
we might learn is to create a stronger link
between the money people pay into the
system, what they get back and how they
are able to influence this at the local level.
This in turn requires a more efficient,
responsive and outcome-focused public
sector, free from silos and vested interests,
understanding the link between social
and economic policy.
Here in the UK, Brexit provides an
opportunity to reassess the roles of
central and local government, toward
the collective national interest.

“The Scandinavian
countries are often
looked to as success
stories, maintaining
strong economies
alongside quality public
services valued by the
whole population.”
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References

Whole Place Leadership is happening now across the Core Cities.
You can find all these case studies in full on our website at corecities.com
City

Project

Policy Area

Birmingham

Regeneration of Paradise Circus

Business Growth and Investment

Birmingham

West Midlands Mental Health
Commission

Health and Social Care

Birmingham

Birmingham Energy Company
and Decentralised Energy
Investment

Low Carbon, Energy and Resilience

Bristol

Bristol Learning City

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Bristol

Citizen Sensing and Open Data

Smart Cities

Bristol

The Engine Shed

Business Growth and Investment

Bristol

Heat Networks and Community
Energy Fund

Low Carbon, Energy and Resilience

Cardiff

Cardiff Public Services Board

Governance

Cardiff

Education is Everybody’s
Business

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Glasgow

Glasgow Economic Leadership

Business Growth and Investment

Glasgow

Sighthill Regeneration Area

Housing and Planning

Glasgow

Thriving Places

Housing and Planning

Glasgow

Improving the Cancer Journey

Health and Social Care

Leeds

Council Tax Support - Personal
Work Support Packages

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Leeds

Family Group Conferencing

Children and Families

Leeds

Leeds Care Record

Health

Leeds

Leeds Empties

Housing
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Leeds

Migrant Access

Community Cohesion

Leeds

Neighbourhood Networks

Wellbeing

Leeds

Strong and resilient
communities

Community Cohesion

Leeds

Storm Eva Flood Response

Low Carbon, Energy and Resilience

Liverpool

Tackling Homelessness

Housing

Liverpool

Embedding A Whole Family
Approach

Early Years

Liverpool

The Big Trust

Business and philanthropy

Liverpool

Social Stock Exchange

Finance

Liverpool

Cornerstone

Early Years

Manchester

GM Connect (Data Sharing
platform)

Smart Cities

Manchester

Health and Social Care
Integration

Health and Social Care

Manchester

Life Chances Investment Fund

Finance

Manchester

Our Manchester

Public Sector Reform

Newcastle

The Rise, Scotswood

Housing and Planning

Nottingham

Small Steps Big Changes

Early Years

Nottingham

Robin Hood Energy

Low Carbon, Energy and Resilience

Nottingham

Workplace Parking Levy

Transport

Nottingham

Health and Social Care STP

Health

Nottingham

Securing International Trade
and Investment

Business Growth and Investment

Nottingham

Nottingham Jobs Hub

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Sheffield

Learn Sheffield

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Sheffield

Sheffield Housing Company

Housing

Sheffield

Skills Made Easy

Skills, Welfare and Labour Market

Birmingham

Bristol

Cardiff

Glasgow

Leeds

Liverpool

Manchester

Newcastle

Nottingham

Sheffield
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